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Captain’s Greeting
Greetings from Mission Station. I hope this day
finds everyone well.
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The Mission Police District is bordered generally by
Cesar Chavez St, Market St, Division St and San Bruno. Our police district is comprised of many historic neighborhoods including the Mission, Castro, Eureka Valley and Noe Valley to name a few. The people,
culture, arts, parks and vibrant commercial corridors
are a draw for residents and visitors alike.
Officers assigned to Mission Station are actively involved in community and youth engagement efforts
throughout our district. We are fortunate to have numerous partners in our community who help us provide information about services, resources and programs which are beneficial to the members of our
community.
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We are fortunate to be invited to attend neighborhood
watch meetings, merchant meetings and community
events. We are also happy to connect our partners at
SF SAFE to newly formed and existing neighborhood
watch groups to help them develop effective strategies
that help improve safety in their neighborhoods.

Stay Safe!
April 3rd, 2022

Captain M. Gavin McEachern #83

The next community meeting
will be held via Zoom,
Tuesday April 26th, 2022
SFPDMissionstation@sfgov.org
Zoom Meeting Registration

Chief William Scott’s message
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Community Meeting
April Community
Meeting

The April Mission Station Community
Meeting will be held on:
Zoom Tuesday April 26, 2022 at
5:00pm.
If you have any questions for Captain McEachern, please forward
them to;
SFPDMissionstation@sfgov.org

Community Surveys:
The San Francisco Police Department is committed to excellence in law enforcement and is dedicated to the people, traditions and diversity of our City. Our mission is to provide service with understanding, response with compassion, performance with integrity and law enforcement with vision.
As part of our ongoing outreach to engage with the community and measure our success, the Department has created a community survey link to obtain valuable community feedback for our community events and programs, which will assist the Department in the development of our strategies to
meet the needs of the community. If you have recently attended or participated in an event or program hosted by the Department (such as Coffee with a Cop, National Night Out, ALERT program,
Youth Summer program, Community Academy or Town Hall Meeting), and have feedback regarding
the event or program you attended, please take some time to fill out our community survey.
The Department has also developed a Foot Beat/Bike Patrol survey to gather valuable community
feedback on the effectiveness of the Foot Beat/Bicycle Patrol, as it relates to community policing
and crime strategies and an Implicit Bias survey to measure progress in the Department's commitment to impartial policing and procedural justice. Please take the time to fill out the Foot Beat/
Bicycle and Implicit Bias surveys. If you have already filled out a survey, thank you! Your response
will help SFPD better serve our City and continue to support our community through Safety with
Respect.

SFPD Website: Community Surveys | San Francisco Police Department .
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Featured Member and Citizen of the Month

Mission Station is proud to feature patrol Officer Vanderhorn as
the Officer of the Month for February. Officer Vanderhorn was born in
Ithaca New York and raised in San Mateo. Officer Vanderhorn has venCaptain Rachel Moran
tured down multiple career paths of public service, working in college
for local elected officials and
also in localOfficer
government. Officer
Commanding
Vanderhorn wanted to become a police officer because he felt it was a
more direct way to help people and give back. Officer Vanderhorn
loves being a police officer because he loves to help people and loves
to help the city and community of San Francisco.
Officer Vanderhorn has worked at numerous district stations within the
San Francisco Police Department. Officer Vanderhorn completed his
probationary training at Mission Station before being transferred to another station. Officer Vanderhorn later returned to Mission Station by
choice as he believes the diversity and sense of community make the
Mission a special and ever-changing place to work. Officer
Vanderhorn is the first police officer in his family. Officer Vanderhorn spent a lot of his childhood taking the trains into the city and exploring. San Francisco always felt like an endless adventure to Officer Vanderhorn, and for him, being a police officer in San Francisco feels like an extension of that
adventure. As one can tell by his photos, Officer Vanderhorn is a big dog lover. Mission Station is
lucky to have Officer Vanderhorn as he is a constant source of cheerful energy and passion for service.

While originally named The Norse Cove, later The Cove Café and
currently The Cove on Castro, this neighborhood diner has always been
fondly known as “The Cove.” Family owned and operated since 1971,
Maurice Darwish and his wife Solange took over the family business in
1988. Mission Station’s featured citizen of the month is Maurice! Maurice’s family emigrated from Egypt in 1962, settled in France for a few
years and then moved to San Francisco in 1968 to join his father’s side
of the family. Maurice has essentially been in The Castro since moving
to San Francisco in 1968, and that has significantly impacted his many
positive relationships with long term customers, dedicated employees
and the wonderful Castro community. Many customers devotedly refer
to The Cove as their “kitchen.” The Cove is well known for their variety
of Eggs Benedicts and delicious sandwiches. In addition, The Cove is
also known for their vast selection of home cooked soups that are always
made with fresh ingredients. Maurice, Solange and The Cove are vital to
the Castro community, and their passion is evident in their dedication to
their business and their community.
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COMMUNITY POLICING / EVENTS
Community policing, or community-oriented policing, is a strategy of policing that
focuses on the police building ties and working closely with members of the communities.
• Homeless Outreach and Outreach to Drug Users: Mission Station officers coordinate with city
agencies to provide outreach and assistance to rehabilitate those who are dependent on illegal
drugs and outreach to homeless individuals to connect them with resources and support.
➢

Foot Patrols: Mission Station has beat officers assigned to Mission Street from 14th to 17th.
24th street from Mission to Potrero. 24th street from Dolores to Douglass. Castro from 19th to
Market.

➢

• Monthly Police Community Relations Meetings: Community Meetings are held continuously.
Officers also attend meetings with merchants groups, business groups, development authorities
and others. Concerns are voiced and addressed through problem solving.

➢

Email Updates: Mission Station sends out newsletter updates to residents in the district that
alerts residents of crime trends, upcoming community events, crime prevention tips, and
information on how to contact officers at the district station.

Past Events:
Turkey Giveaway—November 18th
Castro Tree Lighting—November 29th
Mission Station Annual Toy Giveaway– December 18th
Coffee With A Cop– March
2nd 2022
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Mission district car sector and foot beat map

The Mission District covers the area east of Twin Peaks to the James Lick Freeway
and south of Market Street to Cesar Chavez Street. The Mission is broken up into 6 car sectors market with 3D. The Mission has 4 Foot beats, in Noe Valley, the Castro, on Mission
street and in the Heart of the Mission on lower 24th street those are marked on this map as
D42, D41, D45 and D44. In what sector do you live in?
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Definition of suspicious activity
Suspicious activity is any observed behavior that could indicate a crime-related
incident has been committed, or about to be committed. Unusual items or situations:
A vehicle is parked in an odd location, a package/luggage is unattended, a window/door is
open that is usually closed, or other out-of-the-ordinary situations occur.
Examples of Suspicious Activity:


An individual peering into vehicles, to try, and locate any valuables left unattended.



An individual trying door handles to vehicles, and/or residences to gain access to the
vehicle and/ or residence.



An individual checking front doors of residences to locate any unattended packages, or
individuals following delivery trucks to see where the truck is dropping off packages.
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CRIME DEFINITION

Robbery – Robbery is the taking of property from another by using force
or by using fear.
Assault – An assault is an unlawful attempt, coupled with the present ability, to
commit a violent injury on another person.
Battery - (Misdemeanor battery) is any willful and unlawful touching of
another. (Felony battery) is the use of force or violence upon the
person of another that causes serious bodily injury.
Assault is when a person swings their arm and battery is when that arm makes
contact with another person.
Aggravated Assault – Assault upon another person with a deadly weapon or
instrument other than a firearm or by any means of force likely to
produce great bodily injury.
Burglary – The intent upon entry into a property to commit grand theft, petty
theft, or any felony.
Grand Theft – Grand theft is theft committed when the value of the money,
labor, or property taken exceeds $950.
Petty Theft – Theft where the value of the property taken is less than $950.
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Addressing Crime / Safety tips
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Addressing
SFSAFE
Crime
Safety
/ Safety
tips tips
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Addressing Crime / Safety tips
PREVENT THEFT FROM YOUR VEHICLE
Remember when parking your vehicle to ensure it is properly secured before walking away.
Be sure that your windows are up, and your doors are locked. Thieves often check door
handles to see if a car is unlocked. Remove all valuables from the inside of your car and
take them with you. PARK SMART! Flyers available in English -Chinese - Spanish
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How to Report a Crime

Make the right call!
Dial 9-1-1 only in an emergency
It is an emergency if: there is an immediate threat to you or others; the crime involves a weapon; the crime is in progress
or you know the suspect’s location.
If it is not an emergency, you will get help most quickly by calling our non-emergency line, at 1-415-553-0123 for crimes
that occurred in San Francisco.

To file a police report, see options below.

NOTICE: Please see below a breakdown of what you CAN and CANNOT file online. Any report filed online not
meeting the below-listed requirements WILL BE REDIRECTED. Please read the information below carefully.
Types of Crime Reports That Can Be Filed Online:

www.sanfranciscopolice.org/get-service/police-reports/file-police-report
• Harassing phone calls.
• Lost property.
• Vandalism or graffiti.
• Vehicle burglary: property stolen from a vehicle.
• Vehicle tampering, including vandalism.
Theft –unless it involves a residential or commercial burglary or the stolen property is a passport, Social Security card,
firearm, license plate, car or electric vehicle, including electric bikes, wheelchairs and Segways. In those cases, call
our non-emergency number at 1-415-553-0123.
Types of Crime Reports That CANNOT Be Filed Online:
• Residential Burglaries (Theft from a Building)
• Robbery Incidents
• Traffic Collisions AND Hit & Run Traffic Collisions
• Stolen Vehicles
• Identity Theft / False Impersonation
• Stolen License Plates
• Lost / Stolen Foreign Passports
• Stolen Electric Bicycles WITH Serial Numbers
• Cases WITH Suspect Names
• Cases WITH Video Evidence
For Crime Reports That CANNOT Be Filed Online, Please Go To Your Nearest Police Station.

File a police report online:
If you have an email address you can file an online police report for many types of crime by clicking below on the language of your choice.
FILE A POLICE REPORT IN ENGLISH
PRESENTAR UN INFORME POLICIAL EN ESPAÑOL

向警方舉報罪案
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San Francisco at your service 3-1-1

What is 311?
3-1-1 is an easy-to-remember telephone number that connects customers with highly-trained Customer Service Representatives ready
to help you with non-emergency City and County of San Francisco government matters.
Just dial 3-1-1 or 415-701-2311 if calling from outside area code 415.

For a police, fire, medical or other emergency, call 911 immediately
SF311 is the primary customer service center for the City of San Francisco. We are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week via
phone, web, mobile, and Twitter.
Safer Return Together
SFMTA Temporary Changes (Enforcement, Garages, Fees)
CA Notify COVID-19 Exposure Notifications
Street closures and traffic restrictions during COVID-19
Taxi and Accessible Services - Essential Trip Discount Program
SF Food Information Line
Testing availability for COVID-19
Tax Collector COVID-19 tax deadlines
Need help or language assistance?
Dial 3-1-1 (within SF) or 415-701-2311 (TTY 7-1-1)
你需要中文幫助嗎？ 撥打3-1-1
¿Necesitas ayuda en español? Telefonear 3-1-1
24 hours a day, 365 days a year

Download the 3-1-1 app to your smartphone

City and County of San Francisco
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Addressing
VisionCrime
Zero /
SFMTA
Safety tips

Vison Zero SFMTA

In an effort to improve vehicular and pedestrian safety
Citywide, TransBASEsf.org has identified dangerous intersections in the Mission District. We have implemented the
“Focus on the Five” traffic safety initiative. Mission Station Officers will be engaging in increased traffic enforcement at these intersections and other locations in the district. Refer to the TransBASEsf.org for more detailed information.

Focus on the Five
Dangerous Intersections
•
•
•
•
•

Otis St. at 13th St
13th St. at South Van Ness
Guerrero at 16th ST.
16th at Market at Noe St.
Potrero Ave. at 16th St.

22450(a) CVC: The driver of any vehicle approaching a stop sign at the entrance to, or within, an
intersection shall stop at a limit line, if marked, otherwise before entering the crosswalk on the near
side of the intersection
21453 (a) CVC: A driver facing a steady circular red signal alone shall stop at a marked limit line,
but if none, before entering the crosswalk on the near side of the intersection, and shall remain
stopped until an indication to proceed is shown.
22350 CVC: No person shall drive a vehicle upon a highway at a speed greater than is reasonable or
prudent having due regard for weather, visibility, the traffic on, and the surface and width of, the
highway, and in no event at a speed which endangers the safety of persons or property.
21950(a) CVC: The driver of a vehicle shall yield the right-of-way to a pedestrian crossing the
roadway within any marked crosswalk or within any unmarked crosswalk at an intersection, except
as otherwise provided in this chapter.
22107 CVC: No person shall turn a vehicle from a direct course or move right or left upon a roadway until such movement can be made with reasonable safety and then only after the giving of an
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Addressing
VisionCrime
Zero /
SFMTA
Safety tips

Vison Zero SFMTA
Stop at the limit Line!
“ The driver of any vehicle approaching a stop sign at the
entrance to, or within, an intersection SHALL stop at a
limit line, if marked, otherwise before entering the crosswalk on the near side of the intersection. CVC 22450(a)”

Remember when approaching an intersection or crosswalk you shall stop at the limit line. Stopping beyond
the limit line greatly increases your chances of hitting a
pedestrian, cyclist or other motorist.

Winter Storms
During severe storms, stay away from flooded areas and
downed power lines. Do not touch electrical equipment if
you are wet or standing in water. Stay indoors and stay informed by texting your Zip Code to 888-777 for emergency
alerts. Visit http://SF72.org for more tips.

Photos from Ped.s.org
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Community Engagement

Come visit the Mission’s Art
Museum.
The Mission District is the home to some of the City’s most beautiful art
work, but you wont find this art hanging on a wall in a traditional museum.
Walk through the Mission district and you cant miss the colorful beauties that
can be found on garage doors, corner stores and other buildings. These murals
depict the rich history of the Mission including some of the most loved community events. Click this link for more information on the Mission district’s
Murals.
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Weekly Recap
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TIME PERIOD: 3/21/2022 to 3/28/2022:

Crime:

Incidents:

Number Arrested:

Homicide:

0

0

Arson:

0

0

Rape:

0

0

Robbery:

6

0

Aggravated Assault:

8

3

Burglary:

9

1

Auto Boost:

7

0

Vehicle Theft:

8

0

List of Part 1 and Part ii crimes
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WEEKLY RECAP
TIME PERIOD: 3/21/2022 to 3/28/2022:

MISSION DISTRICT BURGLARIES:
Attempted Burglaries:
Residential Burglaries:
Commercial (Non-Residential) Burglaries:
Other:
TOTAL:

0
4
5
0
9

MISSION DISTRICT ROBBERIES:
Firearm:
Knife or Cutting Instrument:
Other Weapon:
Force (No weapon):
Estes
TOTAL:

2
0
0
4
0
6

MISSION DISTRICT ASSAULTS:
Firearm:
Force:
Knife or Cutting Instrument:
Other Weapon:
TOTAL:

0

4
0
4
8
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Crime data map (Week)

WEEKLY RECAP
TIME PERIOD: 3/21/2022 to 3/28/2022:

Map of Burglaries, Robberies and Aggravated Assaults
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Monthly comparison of crimes

February 2022
MISSION DISTRICT BURGLARIES:
Attempted Burglaries:
Residential Burglaries:
Commercial Burglaries:
Other:
TOTAL:

4
23
16
0
43

MISSION DISTRICT ROBBERIES:
Firearm:
Knife or Cutting Instrument:
Other Weapon:
Force (No weapon):
Estes:
TOTAL:

6
4
5
16
0
31

MISSION DISTRICT AGGRAVATED ASSAULTS:
Firearm:
6
Force:
5
Knife or Cutting Instrument:
4
Other Weapon:
6
TOTAL:
21
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Monthly comparison of crimes

March 2022

MISSION DISTRICT BURGLARIES:
Attempted Burglaries:
Residential Burglaries:
Commercial Burglaries:
Other:
TOTAL:

6
16
14
0
36

MISSION DISTRICT ROBBERIES:
Firearm:
Knife or Cutting Instrument:
Other Weapon:
Force (No weapon):
Estes:
TOTAL:

3
1
4
3
2
13

MISSION DISTRICT AGGRAVATED ASSAULTS:
Firearm:
Force:
Knife or Cutting Instrument:
Other Weapon:
TOTAL:

0
5
2
4
11
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At a Glance: Previous Month Crime Map

February 2022 Crime Map

If you would like to review crime maps navigate to this link Crime Data
where you can personalize maps to fit what you are looking for.

Notable arrest/incidents
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TIME PERIOD: 3/21/2022 to 3/28/2022
Robbery, Street Or Public Place, W/ Gun, Carjacking With A Gun; 03/23/2022, 2245 hours, Mistral Street/Harrison Street;
SFPD# 220-192-405:
On 03/23/2022 at approximately 2245 hours, Officers responded to 20 th Street/Harrison Street regarding a robbery/carjacking. A victim was located on scene who had been pistol whipped and choked. The victim had been forced out of his car and robbed at gun
point by two suspects. The suspects switched the license plates on scene with another stolen license plate. Responding officers located the suspect vehicle as it was fleeing near San Bruno Avenue and Division Street. Officers attempted a traffic stop, the vehicle
failed to yield, and a vehicle pursuit ensued. Officers lost sight of the suspect vehicle due to the vehicle’s high rate of speed. The
suspect vehicle was later located unoccupied in Oakland and a pistol was recovered from the vehicle.

Rape, Assault To, W/ Force, Sodomy (Adult Victm), Robbery W/ Force; 03/23/2022, 1235 hours, 18 th Street/Church Street;
SFPD# 220-190-700 (ARREST):
On 03/23/2022 at approximately 1235 hours, Officers responded to Dolores Park regarding a possible robbery. The victim was sexually assaulted and robbed in the restrooms at Dolores Park. Five suspects were involved in the incident. Two of the five suspects
were arrested (once cited and one booked). Special Victims Unit and Crime Scene Investigation Unit responded to the scene. One of
the arrested suspects was a juvenile and he was later booked at Juvenile Justice Center.

Firearm, Possession By Prohibited Person, Ammunition, Poss. By Prohibited Person; 03/27/2022, 1351 hours, 24 th Street/
Mission Street; SFPD# 220-200-672 (ARREST):
On 03/27/2022 at approximately 1351 hours, Officers were conducting patrol around 24 th Street and Mission Street. Officers observed a large crowd gathered and several suspects who appeared to be arguing and possibly about to fight. An Officer on scene recognized one of the suspects from prior robberies/thefts. As Officers exited their vehicles, two suspects began to flee and a witness
was heard saying, “he has a gun.” Two suspects were taken into custody and a ghost gun with an extended magazine was seized from
the suspect’s bag. Both suspects were juveniles, and they were later booked at Juvenile Justice Center.

Cocaine, Base/Rock, Possession For Sale; 03/23/2022, 1126 hours, 16 th Street/Mission Street; SFPD# 220-190-487 (ARREST):
On 03/23/2022 at approximately 1126 hours, a narcotics and plain clothes surveillance operation occurred in the area of 16 th Street/
Mission Street. One subject was arrested for possession of narcotics and stolen property. Seized evidence included 52.2 grams of
cocaine base, 3.4 grams cocaine salt, 9.3 grams of methamphetamine and U.S. Currency.

Warrant Arrest, Local SF Warrant; 03/21/2022, 1828 hours, Capp Street/15th Street; SFPD# 210-671-334 (ARREST):
On 03/21/2022 at approximately 1828 hours, while on routine patrol, Mission Officers recognized a vehicle and driver from prior
police contacts. The Officers had knowledge that the registered owner of the vehicle had an outstanding warrant. After a traffic enforcement stop, both the driver and passenger were arrested for two separate million dollar warrants for charges including attempted
murder, robbery and assault.
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Department Press Releases

https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/news
SFPD Arrest Armed Robbery Suspect 22-042

SFPD Arrest Southern Robbery Suspects 22-041

Homicides and Cold cases

Crime Data
Have you seen our Crime Data portal? This portal gives you access to items such as
Crime Reports and Traffic Violation Reports. These items are updated on a quarterly basis and can be viewed here -https://bit.ly/3foN2dD
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Summaries of Supreme Courts Case Laws
(released evry 3 months-First week January, april, july, october )

Kansas v. Glover (2020) 140 S.Ct. 1183.
A Kansas deputy sheriff ran a license plate check on a truck and discovered that the registered owner
had a revoked driver’s license. The deputy assumed the registered owner was driving the vehicle and
pulled it over. The registered owner, Glover, was in fact driving and charged with being a habitual offender. Thereafter, Glover moved to suppress the evidence, claiming that the deputy lacked reasonable
suspicion to detain him.
The United States Supreme Court held that, “when the officer lacks information negating an inference
that the owner is the driver of the vehicle, the stop is reasonable.” The Court noted that the Fourth
Amendment permits an officer to detain an individual when that officer has a “particularized and objective basis for suspecting the particular person stopped of criminal activity.” Officers must be permitted to make commonsense judgements and inferences regarding human behavior. The Court found
that prior to pulling the vehicle over, the deputy observed an individual operating the vehicle, he knew
the registered owner had a revoked license, and the model of the vehicle matched what he observed.
From these facts the deputy drew the commonsense inference that the driver was the registered owner
and the Court found that provided more than reasonable suspicion to initiate the traffic stop.

People v. Henderson (2020) 9 Cal.5th 1013
Henderson was convicted of first degree murder with special circumstances, the personal use of a
deadly weapon, and sentenced to death which triggered an automatic appeal to the California Supreme
Court. Following his arrest, and during a custodial interrogation, Henderson initially waived his Miranda rights. When asked if he was present at the scene of the crime, Henderson stated, “Uhm, there’s
some things that I, uhm, want uh …” He was again asked if he was present and Henderson continued,
“[want] uh, want to speak to an attorney first, because I, I take responsibility for me, but there’s other
people that…”
Under established Miranda law, officers must terminate a custodial interrogation of a suspect when
that individual invokes their right to counsel or to be silent. That being said, “various cases have held
that a suspect’s use of equivocal words or phrases does not constitute a clear request for counsel.” A
suspect must unambiguously assert his right to counsel or to remain silent. Courts objectively look to
whether the suspect expressed their desire for counsel with sufficient clarity “that a reasonable police
officer in the circumstances would understand the statement to be a request for an attorney.” Courts
have found the following statements to be equivocal and not an invocation: “maybe I should talk to a
lawyer;” “[i]f you can bring me a lawyer;” “I think it’d probably be a good idea for me to get an attorney.” In this case the court found that by stating, “[I] want to, speak to an attorney first,” Henderson
did not use equivocal language and the California Supreme Court found this was a violation of the
Fifth Amendment.
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Register Your Bicycles

SF SAFE Mission
SF SAFE engages, educates, and empowers San
Franciscans to build safer neighborhoods through
crime prevention, education, and public safety services that result in stronger, more vibrant and resilient communities.
SF SAFE’s services provide people with the tools,
knowledge and skills to help address and prevent
crime and violence and to become advocates for
safety and wellness in their neighborhoods. Most services are provided cost-free to the San Francisco
community. Ultimately, SF SAFE’s work is about
working together to create a safer San Francisco.

https://sfsafe.org/
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Feedback provided by Community on crime trends or events
The SFPD wants to hear from YOU.

We are committed to excellence in law enforcement and are dedicated to the
people, traditions and diversity of our City. Our mission is to provide service
with understanding, response with compassion, performance with integrity and
law enforcement with vision.

We welcome your comments. Let us know how we’re doing, what we could be
doing better and your thoughts on how your police department can work more
closely with the community we proudly serve.
Visit us at sanfranciscopolice.org/feedback. Your feedback will help SFPD better
serve our City. Comments will be reviewed by our Community Engagement Unit
and forwarded to the relevant unit, department office or neighborhood station for
review and follow up, if appropriate.
(If this is an emergency, please call 911. For
non-emergencies, call 415-553-0123. You may
also visit http://sanfranciscopolice.org/policecommendation-complaint for more information on providing input on SFPD policies
and practices.)

Help SFPD solve cold case homicides.
https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/staysafe/ongoing-investigations/homicidesand-cold-cases
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CPAB– Project updates
(provided monthly 1st week)

Community Police Advisory Board (CPAB) “CPABs” are community-oriented police advisory boards for each police district. Each CPAB, led by the District Captain for that police
district, is comprised of approximately 10 to 15 committed volunteer community members
and a representative from the Community Engagement Division of the SFPD. District Captains may choose more members if they wish to accomplish specific tasks. Each district’s
Board members live and/or work in the communities within that district, where a community may be either a neighborhood with specific needs or a specific demographic. Each
member thus represents the diversity of their community. In addition to the district CPABs,
there will also be a City-wide CPAB Steering Committee facilitated by SF Safety Awareness For Everyone (SAFE). Two representatives from each Community Police Advisory
Board shall be selected to participate in this Committee, with the purpose of sharing information across districts.
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Bias Free Policing
A guiding principle of the San Francisco Police Department is its commitment to treating all people
with dignity, fairness, and respect. It is crucial for
our members to carry out their duties in a manner
free from bias and eliminate any perception of policing that appears biased. Biased policing is unsafe,
unjust, and ineffective. It also alienates the public,
fosters distrust of police, and undermines legitimate
law enforcement efforts.
The SFPD is dedicated to ensuring our officers and
professional staff provide unbiased, quality service
to the diverse communities we work for. Our goal is
to provide fair and positive interactions between
San Francisco officers and the people we are proud
to serve.
https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/your-sfpd/
policies/bias-free-policing
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SFPD hiring
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Contact numbers and emails

EMERGENCY:

911

Non-Emergency:

415-553-0123

Cell Phone 911:

911

SF Services Center:

311 / www.sf311.org

Mission Station:

415-558-5400
sfpdmissionstation@sfgov.org

Captain M. Gavin McEachern

415-558-5400
sfpdmissionstation@sfgov.org

Patrol Lieutenants

415-558-5400

Anonymous Tip-Line

415-552-4901

SF S.A.F.E.

415-553-1984 community@sfsafe.org

Website:

https://www.sanfranciscopolice.org/stations/mission-station

SFPD Tip Line:

415-575-4444

Text a Tip:

847411 (Tip 411)

SF Homeless Outreach: HSOC

415-734-4233

Graffiti Abatement:

415-278-9454

Mission Events:

415-558-5400 Sgt. Rob Kaprosch / Officer Jim Pandolfi

Mission Permits/ Code Abatement:

415-558-5400 Ofc. Luis Ortiz

Deputy DA, Mission:

(628) 652-4000

Dept. of Parking & Traffic:

415-553-1943

DPW Dispatch

311

Deputy City Attorney

Michael Weiss www.sfcityattorney.org

Dist. 8 Supervisor Rafael Mandelman
Dist. 9 Supervisor Hillary Ronen
Dist. 10 Supervisor Shamann Walton

https://sfbos.org/supervisor-mandelman-district-8
https://sfbos.org/supervisor-ronen-district-9
https://sfbos.org/supervisor-walton-district-10

